postcolonial regimes have led to a sense of melancholy in evaluating the legacies of anticolonial, antiracist revolutionary narratives" (39), there are also central aspects of the novel that suggest that one can read the same problem not as a matter of failure but instead as a clear indication of continued relevance. To find that too little has changed when comparing Wideman's world to that of Fanon over forty years earlier, is in Wideman's novel not principally a matter of a lost liberatory future at which Fanon's writings were aimed but instead a sign of Fanon's timeliness, of the importance and of the necessary presence that Fanon's writings have in our moment. In what follows, I will suggest that we can read Wideman's Fanon as a novel that forwards profoundly important, passionately developed, and politically and culturally urgent, answers to the question that drives this critical forum: how and why might we think about Fanon in the present? Why Fanon now?
At one point in the novel, the narrator's brother wonders why it might be necessary to dedicate a writing project to Fanon. John's response is unequivocal: Why Fanon. I'm disappointed when my brother asks the question. The answer's obvious, isn't it. Given the facts of Fanon's life, my brother's life, my life, the decades in prison, the besieged lives of the people we love and who love us, the lives and deaths shared with them, why wouldn't my brother, of all people, understand my need to write about Fanon. (Wideman 2008, 94) What we get here is a sense of Fanon's presence and relevance in our time, one that is to John so logical that to question it seems tantamount to the inability to understand or to structurally examine and historicize one's own existence in the present: "Why Fanon. C'mon, bro, I said to myself. Mize well ask, Why me. Why you" (95) . But the account of Fanon's continued relevance and presence that Wideman's novel offers is about more than structural similarities that continue to bind Fanon's historical context to our own. Instead, Wideman's novel foregrounds particular aspects of Fanon's thought that not only are still relevant but that may indeed be more significant in our time than forty years ago. Specifically, Wideman's novel stresses the importance of Fanon's work for our ability to think the relation between culture and the imagination on the one hand and the structures of material life and the constellations of power that mark our moment on the other. For Wideman, Fanon offers crucially important ways of thinking about the work and function of culture and the imagination in our moment, which makes Fanon not only important to those who wish to understand how power and control are exercised and how the work of culture necessarily assumes a central function in such operations, but Fanon's work also contains a crucial framework for examining the material and political logic and function, the possibilities and limitations of that which is so dear and so important to Fanon's narrator: black writing and the black imagination today.
Wideman selects the following Fanon quote as the epigraph to his novel:
The imaginary life cannot be isolated from real life, the concrete and the objective world constantly feed, permit, legitimate and found the imaginary. The imaginary consciousness is obviously unreal, but it feeds on the concrete world. The imagination and the imaginary are possible only to the extent that the real world belongs to us. (Fanon 1956, 365) What Wideman takes from Fanon and what frames the logic of his novel is this emphasis on the active, crucial role of culture in the creation and exercise of power. Fanon's famous examination of the ways in which colonial power and anti-colonial struggles are in part carried out on the terrain of culture (which becomes under specific conditions as powerful and as necessary a tool for the colonizer as for those who struggle for liberation) forms the basis of Wideman's novel's inquiry into the possibilities of culture today, and it is also on this level that Wideman traces Fanon's necessary presence in our moment. In what ways, the novel asks with and often through Fanon, is culture a tool that aids in the continued segregation and exclusion of black people? How are the ways in which power is exercised in our moment bound up with the deployment of culture and cultural narratives that strategically foreclose avenues of thought and resistance? And how might a struggle for liberation be bound up with the struggle to reclaim culture and the imagination? How one uses culture matters, Fanon's work reminds the narrator of Wideman's novel, who subsequently engages in a detailed exploration of how culture is now and may yet be used as a weapon-for both oppressor and oppressed. Imagining liberation, the novel concludes, begins by questioning and historicizing the function of the imagination itself:
Stipulating differences that matter between fact and fictionbetween black and white, male and female, good and evil-imposes order on a society. Keeps people on the same page. Reading from the same script. In the society I know best, mine, fact and fiction are absolutely divided, one set above the other to rule and pillage, or, worse, fact and fiction blend into a tangled, hypermediated mess, grounding being in a no-exit maze of consuming: people as consuming medium, people being consumed by the medium. Fiction writing and art in general are scorned, stripped of relevance to people's daily lives, dependent on charity, mere playthings of power, privilege, buying and selling. (Wideman 2008, 5-6) It seems almost hamfisted to point out here the ways in which Wideman's passionate appeal for the necessity to read the work of culture, art, and the imagination with Fanon and beyond dominant accounts of our moment, which is to say to read it in its complex position in the constellation of how power and resistance can be formed and exercised, ring not only just as true in Wideman's 2008 as in Fanon's time four decades before that but even more pressingly so in our own time, post-Ferguson and in the beginning, terrifying stages of a Trump presidency.
But it must be said: Wideman's Fanon is not a matter of a simple defense of cultural analysis and critique that I reproduce here in order to make cultural critics feel better about what we do or about our own continued relevance. Fanon is interested in and throughout stresses a more immediate relation to this struggle: "Discovering more about Fanon as I continue this project," Wideman writes, "it becomes clear that Fanon is not about stepping back, standing apart, analyzing, and instructing others . . . but about . . . taking risks of heart and mind, falling head over heels in love whether or not there's a chance in the world love will be requited or redeemed" (2008, 99 ). Fanon's thought is instrumental to how Wideman thinks about the manner in which culture shapes (political and social) thought, and it has at every point to do with matters of immediacy and presence, as becomes clear in a variety of passages in the novel that examine the possibilities of art and culture as social and political strategy: Romare Bearden's collages remind me of how my mother, another one of my idols-a life-saver like Fanon-talks. Her stories flatten and fatten perspective. She crams everything, everyone, everywhere into the present, into words that flow, intimate and immediate as the images of a Bearden painting. When she's going good my mom manages to crowd in lots and lots of stuff without creating a feeling of claustrophobia. She fills space to the brim without exhausting it. Without surrendering the authority of her long life, she always talks about the precise moment she's inhabiting. Makes the moment present. (Wideman 2008, 21-22) To mobilize culture for liberation, Wideman learns from Fanon, involves risk and direct commitment, not just analysis or distantiated reflection, which may produce awareness of how it is precisely by re-claiming culture and the imagination that we may reclaim a risky, courageous, and utterly necessary way of being in the world. In Wideman's novel, such a relation to culture is a matter of presence, of inhabiting the present historically, of reading, thinking, and shaping the present as history in the making, of being aware of the fullness of the historical moment and of the full capacity and capaciousness of narrative and the imagination. This matters particularly in moments when we see the imagination confined to impoverished, truncated, compartmentalized versions of itself, a strategy that, Wideman knows, Fanon associates at every moment with one of the pillars of oppression and domination. The reason that Fanon matters in our moment is, according to Wideman, in part because Fanon affords us a framework for refusing the notion of the irrelevance of culture and art, of their separation from matters of material life and political systems, a framework that reveals that such narratives serve mainly those who understand all too well culture's potentially terrible utility and power as a weapon of oppression. Fanon matters in the present, or so we can read the logic of Wideman's novel, because he restores our attention to one of the most pressing projects of our time: highlighting the ways in which a struggle for freedom is a struggle to reclaim our imagination, culture, and art.
And yet what often emerges as an important project with general historical urgency in Wideman's novel is also at every point bound up with the specific focus on black writing. When Wideman asks, "does Fanon still occupy a ringside seat as the bell rings for another round of a bout that can't end with a knockdown?" (2008, 40) it is clear that this bout is at its core a struggle that involves a defense of black writing. This is particularly significant in a time in which we see black American fiction explore precisely those tensions and relations between reality, history, and fiction to which Wideman's Fanon wishes to restore our attention. From the founding voices of Afrofuturism like Walter Mosley and Octavia E. Butler to the profoundly important work of Colson Whitehead (after all, who is more skilled at tracing the horrific history of US race relations and the continued existence of racial segregation and racism in the age of neoliberal multiculturalism as a matter of a clash between [speculative] fictions and the cruelties of historical reality than Whitehead?), Nnedi Okorafor, or Kiese Laymon's exploration of the fictions of history and presence through his time-traveling narrative in Long Division, what we see in these aspects of black literature is precisely what Wideman's Fanon advocates: a re-claiming of the historicized imagination that examines the ways in which the constraining of the imagination and of art and culture have always worked and continue to do so in accelerated form in our time as a way to exercise and legitimate oppression and power. To return to Fanon now, Wideman's novel suggests, is to return our attention to inquiries into the possibilities of culture, art, and the imagination as the site of the struggle for a more capacious present in which lie the seeds of future liberation.
